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81. Arun ................. his grandparents last
week.

a) called at
b) called out
c) called off
d) called on

82. While I was going to the market, I
................ my friend.

a) met
b) have met
c) had met
d) meet

83. Our teacher used to ................... many
interesting examples while teaching
grammar.

a) cite
b) sight
c) site
d) cight

84. Emotional stress is one of the reasons
for ................. the crime of killing a
new born child.

a) infanticide
b) genocide
c) filicide
d) matricide

85. In the question given below there is a
sentence of which some parts have
been jumpled up. Rearrange the parts
which are labelled PQR and S to pro-
duce the correct sentence.
Choose the proper sequence and
mark your response in the sheet.

P. because they had so little
Q. Thousands of years ago,
R. our ancestors had to save and

store
S. whatever they could save
a) QRSP
b) RSQP
c) QPRS
d) SPQR

86. The idiom ‘a red letter day’ means
a) a boring day
b) a sad day
c) a dangerous day
d) a happy day

(a special, happy, and important day
that you will always remember)

87. What are the .................... to become a
college principal?

a) criterion
b) criteria



c) criterias
d) criterium

88. Meera’s parents helped her to do her
homework, ........................?

a) don’t they
b) does she
c) didn’t they
d) didn’t she

89. Identify the correct passive form of
the given sentence.

‘She is teaching Mathematics.’
a) Mathematics are being taught by

her.
b) Mathematics is being taught by

her.
c) Mathematics has been taught by

her.
d) Mathematics is taught by her.

90.  Read the sentence below to find out
whether there is any grammatical er-
ror in it. The error if any will be in
one part of the sentence. If there is no
error the answer is ‘d’. Mark the an-
swer in the response sheet.

a) No sooner had his
b) father come home
c) then he started reading.
d) No error.
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